MERC 2nd X1 v BPS2 away on Barton West Nth Adelaide hard wicket commencing at 8.15am
Coach: Harrison Hughes
Saturday 28 February 2015
1. Daniel Faulkner (Capt) Scorer: 10-11.45am
2. Riley Faehrmann
3. Matthew Holman (Wkt keep)
4. Josh Morgan
5. Luke Egel: (Wkt keep)
6. Harrison Renshaw
7. Cooper Dowie (VC)
8. Mingma Sherpa
9. Tom Humeniuk
10. Alexander Teicher (Scorer: 8-10am)
11. Philip Pike
12. Scott Sandiford

MERC 3rd X1 v SHC2 away @ SHC Brighton Rd Oval @ 8.15am start.
Coach: Ben Spencer
Be there at 7.50am
1. Harrison Groth
2. Joshua Heptinstall
3. Justin Marshall: (Scorer 10.15-11.45am)
4. Joseph Kouts
5. William Merrigan
6. Harrison Cole
7. Hamish Merrigan
8. Liam Bennett
9. Flynn Rogers
10. Matthew Edginton (Scorer: 8.00-10.15am)
11. Alexander Cooper

Out Inj: Julian Kirkbride and Shane Dasilva